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In the Classical Drawing Atelier, Juliette Aristides discussed the 
concept of the Divine Proportion in art. In this interview, The New 
Classic Art Journal explores the subject further with the author.

 

New Classic Art Journal- How did you become aware of the concept of the  
Divine Proportion?

After graduating high school, I attended a small college in Pennsylvania. While  
there I heard rumors about a passionate instructor, living in the vicinity, who was  
teaching something called the golden section. I was curious and had long suspected that  
there was something I was missing in my art education. When I went o visit Myron 
Barnstone at his stuido in Coplay, Pennsylvania, I was mesmerized by his systematic  
approach to art.  He had an authoritative command of the great traditions in art and the  
golden section was a key part of his teachings.  J.A. 
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New Classic Art Journal- Why is an historical concept such as the Divine  
Proportion important in your contemporary work?

Most artists desire to have their paintings withstand the test of time and reach a  
broad base of people.  By using sound compositional techniques the artwork has a greater  
chance of integrating with diverse cultures and outlasting the period of its creation.   A 
thorough understanding of design systems used by historically significant masters  
(whose work still resonates as meaningful and beautiful) ensures that we stack the cards  
in our favor in our own work.   J.A.

New Classic Art Journal- The fact that the Divine Proportion is found in  
nature is intriguing and raises a several deeper philosophical or religious  
questions. Why do you think the Divine Proportion is found in nature and 
why do you feel that humans find its harmonies to be beautiful?
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How someone answers those questions depends on their world view and religious  
beliefs.  Personally, and for many reasons, I believe the universe to be an ordered system,  
the product of a creative God.  It makes sense that the order in nature resonates with  
people, at least in part, because it mirrors our own design.  We are intrinsically deeply in  
tune with natural design and in such things as the musical scale.  J.A.

New Classic Art Journal- We seem to react to the Divine Proportion at the  
core of our esthetic being.  It is related in some way to beauty. Do you feel  
that the production of beauty is a core purpose of art or a key goal of the  
artistic pursuit?

Yes, I believe beauty to be a key goal in the production of art.  However, I am 
specifically referring to beauty of the art object itself apart from its subject matter and  
content.

People will argue endlessly about the definition of beauty, but on a very basic  
level most can agree that it includes the idea of harmony, the careful balance of sameness  
and difference.  Uniformity quickly becomes monotonous while unceasing change is  
jarring, the dance between the two has challenged and intrigued artists of all kinds. 

 In nature we are continually confronted with this idea of theme and variation  
-everything from the relationships found within the parts of a cricket to its whole, to the  
workings of the planets in our solar system. The golden ratio is found throughout nature  
and represents one of the most impressive displays of this principle in action-- it is  
simultaneously unified and varied whether it is manifested in the musical scale or in its  
visual or mathematical forms.  I believe it is impossible to outdo the beauty found in the  
nature, by learning from it we can incorporate some of its strengths into our own work.  
J.A. 

New Classic Art Journal- How familiar with the Divine Proportion  
should artists in training be or what part should the Divine Proportion play  
in a modern classical art education?

It is an important compositional method that should be learned in conjunction  
with other design systems to help artists achieve their end goals.  It needs to be  
considered within the context of a larger education that encompasses a solid foundation  
in drawing and painting. The divine proportion is an important component in the  
artist’s repertoire. J.A.  
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New Classic Art Journal- The Divine Proportion encompasses in some 
ways both mathematics and Philosophy/Religion. Should the contemporary  
classical artist have some knowledge in these fields?

The divine proportion encompasses not only mathematics, philosophy, and  
religion, but weaves throughout history, architecture, music, design and science. As such  
it is a marvelous access point into many different fields of study.   Knowledge of  
mathematics, although not essential in order to use these systems, gives the student the  
tools to better understand the beauty found in nature.  Those with a strong math  
background can see more deeply the uniqueness and beauty of the Golden Section and its  
applications. 
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Each field mentioned above aids the artist in one fashion or another.  Religion has  
provided many great stories for narrative work and encapsulates in microcosm many 
aspects of the human condition.  An understanding of this area helps us dive into deeper  
questions of life, and also aids our knowledge of historical works of art.

The profession of the artist has the potential to be a high calling rather than a job.  
It is one of the few careers in which someone can continue learning throughout their  
whole life. The Renaissance ideal, as outlined by such people as Vitruvius and Alberti,  
encouraged artists to study many different fields of knowledge and become richly well  
rounded individuals.  Many of us will not get much monetary compensation for our art,  
but the riches of study brings a greater reward.   J.A.

New Classic Art Journal- A little off the subject of the Divine Proportion,  
in your view, is the revival of classical art or what might be called, the  
Academy and Atelier movement becoming a mainstream movement in 
modern art or is it still somewhat at the fringes?

In the last few years there has been a dramatic increase in interest and familiarity  
with traditional studio practices and with excellent figurative and realistic art.   The  
pendulum has begun to swing in our favor not only with a greater interest on behalf of  
collectors, galleries, and increased auction house prices but with art students demanding  
a better education.   That being said, we are only beginning and still have considerable  
distance to travel in order to bring balance to our artistic culture.   Based on the  
momentum gained in the last few years we have much reason to be hopeful that real  
change will be born from this very exciting time.   J.A. 

New Classic Art Journal- How are you spending your time these days- do  
you have any more books waiting in the wings.

I have a book called Classical Painting Atelier that has just been released.  I am 
painting and exhibiting in addition to teaching workshops and running the Classical  
Atelier Program at Gage Academy of Art in Seattle.   J.A.  
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